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Abstract
In 2017, funding from the Biodiversity Information Fund for Asia accelerated data
mobilization and georeferencing by Pakistani herbaria. The funding directly benefited only
two herbaria but, by the end of the project 9 herbaria were involved in sharing data, 2
through GBIF (ISL 2019, SINDH 2019; codes according to Index herbariorum) and 6 others
(BANNU 2019, BGH 2019, PUP 2019, QUETTA 2019, RAW 2019, SWAT 2019) through
OpenHerbarium, a Symbiota based network. Eventually, all collections in OpenHerbarium
are expected to become GBIF data providers. Additional Pakistani herbaria are being
introduced to data mobilization and several individuals have expressed interest in learning
to use OpenHerbarium to generated documented checklists for teaching and research and
others for learning to link information in OpenHerbarium to other resources. These are the
first steps to developing a “a large group of individuals … to train, mentor, and champion
[biodiversity] data use” in Pakistan, but it is important to remember that good bioidiversity
data starts in the field. We need to provide today’s collectors and educators with easy
access to a) information about what constitutes a high-quality herbarium specimen; b) tools
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for making it easier to record and provide high quality specimen data; c) simple
mechanisms for sharing data in ways that provide immediately useful resources; and d)
learning to make use of the data becoming available. OpenHerbarium addresses the third
and fourth needs and also makes it simple for collections to become GBIF data providers.
This year, the focus will be on first two of the three steps identified. Introduction of the new
resources will be used to introduce collectors and educators to the ideas underlying
provision of biodiversity data that is fit for use and reuse. When Symbiota2 is functional,
OpenHerbarium will be moved to that system. This will encourage development of
additional tools for using biodiversity data. All these activities are essential to helping
spread understanding of the concepts integral to biodiversity informatics.
It is, of course, possible “to train, build, and champion data use” using data for other parts
of the world, or provided by institutions from other parts of the world, but embedding good
biodiversity data practices into the fabric of a country’s biodiversity education and research
activities better benefits the country if a substantial portion of the data is generated from
within the country. It also helps to spread knowledge of the country’s biodiversity among its
students. Consequently, our focus in developing Pakistan’s capacity in biodiversity
informatics is on engaging collections and collectors in sharing biodiversity data, then
helping them discover, use, and create methods for developing the insights needed to
encourage wise use of the country’s biological resources, and encouraging interaction.
This will lead to a “community of practice” within Pakistan that can both benefit from and
contribute to an international “community of practice”.
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